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In this work, we consider optimal state discrimination for a quantum system that interacts with
an environment, i.e., states evolve under a quantum channel. We show the conditions on a quantum
channel and an ensemble of states such that a measurement for optimal state discrimination is
preserved. In particular, we show that when an ensemble of states with equal a priori probabilities
is given, an optimal measurement can be preserved over any quantum channel by applying local
operations and classical communication, that is, by manipulating the quantum states before and
after the channel application. Examples are provided for illustration. Our results can be readily
applied to quantum communication protocols over various types of noise.
Identifying a system, or distinguishing its states when
there is a priori information about the possibilities, is a
fundamental building block in information processing in
general, and is essential to advance practical applications.
In quantum information theory, optimal state discrimi-
nation [1–3] is one of the key tasks in communication
protocols, e.g., the Bennett-Brassard 1984 cryptographic
protocol [4], where a measurement often aims to perform
optimal discrimination for an ensemble of states.
In practical applications, however, an unwanted inter-
action between system and environment often exists. A
quantum channel is thus naturally introduced, and it is
crucial to protect the system from the intervention of
noise. This is of both fundamental and practical impor-
tance for quantum information applications. In the case
of quantum state discrimination, one has to deal with an
ensemble of noisy states, and not the states known a pri-
ori. That is, let S = {qx, ρx}nx=1 denote an ensemble of
states, describing the scenario where a state ρx is gener-
ated with a priori probability qx. After the application of
a quantum channel N on a system, the ensemble denoted
by S(N ) is given as follows,
N : S = {qx, ρx}nx=1 → S(N ) = {qx,N [ρx]}nx=1.
If the channel has not been verified yet, the quantum
states in the ensemble S(N ) are not known either.
The problem of optimal discrimination of unknown
quantum states is in fact closely related to other im-
portant and long standing problems in quantum infor-
mation theory. Suppose that an ensemble of quantum
states can be protected by a recovery operation R, such
that R ◦ N ≈ id. This may be done by preparing the
ensemble in such a way that they are actually not af-
fected by a quantum channel [5, 6], or by controlling the
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ensemble with extra resources [7–9]. In this way, the en-
semble prepared in the beginning can be retrieved, i.e.,
S(R◦N ) ≈ S, and therefore optimal state discrimination
can be performed over the quantum channel. A recov-
ery operation, however, may not exist for an ensemble of
states in general [10].
In order to apply the standard approach of optimal
state discrimination, see e.g. [11–16], it is essential to
verify a quantum channel. This, however, requires quan-
tum process tomography, which is experimentally highly
demanding. Apart from this, little is known about opti-
mal state discrimination when a system interacts with an
environment and thus evolves under a quantum channel.
In this work, we establish the framework of optimal
state discrimination over a quantum channel. Namely,
we derive the conditions on a quantum channel and an
ensemble of states such that a measurement for optimal
state discrimination remains invariant under the channel
application, i.e., an optimal measurement is preserved.
Given a quantum channel, the conditions can be used to
find an ensemble of states such that optimal state dis-
crimination is preserved. Conversely, for an ensemble of
states, quantum channels preserving an optimal measure-
ment can be characterized. Remarkably, we show that
when the a priori probabilities of an ensemble of states
are equal, an optimal measurement can be preserved for
all quantum channels in general by applying the chan-
nel twirling, which requires local operations and classical
communication (LOCC) only. Examples are provided for
illustration.
Let us begin by describing optimal state discrimi-
nation over a quantum channel, see Fig. (1). Sup-
pose that Alice prepares a state from an ensemble S
and sends it to Bob through a quantum channel N .
Thus, it is the yet unknown ensemble S(N ) that is given
to Bob, who then applies a measurement to learn Al-





















2FIG. 1. The scenario assumes an ensemble of n states
{qx, ρx}nx=1 on Alice’s side. She then chooses one of the states
with probability qx and sends it to Bob through a quantum
channel N that has not been verified yet. The resulting state
N [ρx] is then unknown. Bob’s measurement {Mx} aims to
identify the state Alice has chosen from the ensemble.
valued-measure (POVM) that describes Bob’s measure-
ment. The probability of obtaining outcome y given Al-
ice’s preparation ρx is given by tr[MyN [ρx]]. Then, an
optimal measurement achieves the highest probability of
making a correct guess on average, called the guessing
probability, defined as follows,




where a complete measurement is performed. Note that
the uncertainty about Alice’s preparation given quantum
states on Bob can be quantified by the conditional min-
entropy, which is given in terms of the guessing probabil-
ity, Hmin(A|B)id⊗N = − log p(N )guess [17].
The standard problem of optimal state discrimination
corresponds to the case N = id. In this case, the op-
timization in Eq. (1) can be solved by the approach of
the linear complementarity problem (LCP) in the con-
text of convex optimization, in which the optimality con-
ditions are analuzed [18]. The LCP finds parameters, K,
{rx, σx}nx=1, and POVM elements {Mx}nx=1 that satisfy
the following optimality conditions,
K = qxρx + rxσx and tr[Mxσx] = 0, x = 1, · · · , n, (2)
where {rx}nx=1 are non-negative numbers and {σx}nx=1
quantum states. The parameters satisfying these condi-
tions are automatically the solutions to the optimization
problem, Eq. (1). Note that the guessing probability











i.e., as the deviation from uniform by r.
The optimal parameters in the LCP can be found by
a geometric approach, as follows. Let P({qx, ρx}nx=1) de-
note the polytope in the underlying state space where
each vertex is identified by qxρx, and similarly for
P({rx, σx}nx=1). Clearly, if the polytope P({rx, σx}nx=1) is
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<latexit sha1_base64="TF73DO+/a0qiR5HKGoe/eBOCNr8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2Rx4g3LFrboLkHXi5aQCORqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapQcmWi8JUE BOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TtpXVc+teg/XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThHhrQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP9NDjXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TF73DO+/a0qiR5HKGoe/eBOCNr8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2Rx4g3LFrboLkHXi5aQCORqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapQcmWi8JUE BOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TtpXVc+teg/XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThHhrQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP9NDjXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TF73DO+/a0qiR5HKGoe/eBOCNr8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2Rx4g3LFrboLkHXi5aQCORqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapQcmWi8JUE BOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TtpXVc+teg/XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThHhrQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP9NDjXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TF73DO+/a0qiR5HKGoe/eBOCNr8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2Rx4g3LFrboLkHXi5aQCORqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapQcmWi8JUE BOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TtpXVc+teg/XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThHhrQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP9NDjXs=</latexit>
S2
<latexit sha1_base64="80m6n5PDVYdXZSas7IYeWAgaQkU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RzUBuWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQG5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8MbPuExSg5ItF4WpI CYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbRrVc+teg9XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDPTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDUx418</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="80m6n5PDVYdXZSas7IYeWAgaQkU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RzUBuWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQG5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8MbPuExSg5ItF4WpI CYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbRrVc+teg9XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDPTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDUx418</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="80m6n5PDVYdXZSas7IYeWAgaQkU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RzUBuWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQG5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8MbPuExSg5ItF4WpI CYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbRrVc+teg9XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDPTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDUx418</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="80m6n5PDVYdXZSas7IYeWAgaQkU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/ Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2RzUBuWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQG5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8MbPuExSg5ItF4WpI CYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbRrVc+teg9XlfptHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDPTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDUx418</latexit>
S3
<latexit sha1_base64="VW0gXziv7ahUqvyTBdGmXPL2nLM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPQv++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFctT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC 97M/E/r5ua8MbPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9R6uKrXbPI4inMApnIMH11CDe6hDExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDWS419</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VW0gXziv7ahUqvyTBdGmXPL2nLM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPQv++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFctT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC 97M/E/r5ua8MbPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9R6uKrXbPI4inMApnIMH11CDe6hDExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDWS419</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VW0gXziv7ahUqvyTBdGmXPL2nLM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPQv++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFctT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC 97M/E/r5ua8MbPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9R6uKrXbPI4inMApnIMH11CDe6hDExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDWS419</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VW0gXziv7ahUqvyTBdGmXPL2nLM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8dK7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUaPQv++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFctT75a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC 97M/E/r5ua8MbPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9R6uKrXbPI4inMApnIMH11CDe6hDExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDWS419</latexit>
V1
<latexit sha1_base64="BTRfsG7MuUcz7Tb1mYDXTk3FGhE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0 swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpodX3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+T MKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB9fVjX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BTRfsG7MuUcz7Tb1mYDXTk3FGhE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0 swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpodX3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+T MKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB9fVjX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BTRfsG7MuUcz7Tb1mYDXTk3FGhE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0 swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpodX3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+T MKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB9fVjX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BTRfsG7MuUcz7Tb1mYDXTk3FGhE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0 swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpodX3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+T MKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB9fVjX4=</latexit>
V2
<latexit sha1_base64="NdtrmwDhkKHNNnS1oER0xSZxDQA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFD Eq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoT2oDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfc ZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6vKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDZWY1/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NdtrmwDhkKHNNnS1oER0xSZxDQA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFD Eq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoT2oDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfc ZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6vKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDZWY1/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NdtrmwDhkKHNNnS1oER0xSZxDQA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFD Eq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoT2oDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfc ZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6vKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDZWY1/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NdtrmwDhkKHNNnS1oER0xSZxDQA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFD Eq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoT2oDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfc ZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6vKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwDZWY1/</latexit>
V3
<latexit sha1_base64="OZ7/eGjiaAd6iFmhE9KemdqLXmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCj i1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh1b/sl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+J lSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa3Y2A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OZ7/eGjiaAd6iFmhE9KemdqLXmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCj i1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh1b/sl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+J lSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa3Y2A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OZ7/eGjiaAd6iFmhE9KemdqLXmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCj i1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh1b/sl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+J lSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa3Y2A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OZ7/eGjiaAd6iFmhE9KemdqLXmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCj i1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh1b/sl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophtd+J lSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t3XKvWbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa3Y2A</latexit>
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FIG. 2. (A) As an illustration of the geometric approach to
LCP for state discrimination, we consider an ensemble of trine
states defined as three equally distant states on the equator of
the Bloch sphere, given with equal a priori probabilities 1/3.
First, one has to construct the polytope of {1/3, ρx}3x=1, which
is 4S1S2S3. Next, the latter is expanded maximally within
the Bloch sphere to 4V1V2V3. The ratio between the two
polytopes corresponds to r, i.e., r = OV1/OS1 = 1/3, where
O denotes the origin. The guessing probability is therefore
given by pguess = 2/3, see Eq. (3). By Eq. (4), the states
{σx}3x=1 correspond to {ODx}3x=1. The optimal measurement
thus corresponds to {OVx}3x=1, see Eq. (2). (B) A quantum
channel N may distort the geometry of the states. By the
channel twirling DN ,η, Eq. (7), the congruent geometry is
reconstructed in the state space so that an optimal POVM
remains the same.
found such that the parameter K in Eq. (2) exists, it fol-
lows that an optimal measurement {Mx}nx=1 is obtained.
The conditions in Eq. (2) can be rewritten as,
∀x 6= y, qxρx − qyρy = ryσy − rxσx, (4)
which gives the characterization of the polytope
P({rx, σx}nx=1): the two polytopes are congruent since
their edges are anti-parallel and have equal lengths. In
other words, by placing the polytope P({rx, σx}nx=1) in
such a way that the optimality conditions Eq. (2) hold
true for all x, one can solve the problem of optimal state
discrimination [19, 20]. See Fig. 2 (A) for illustration.
We emphasize that the guessing probability, Eq. (3),
is thus obtained by referring to the geometry of the
states in an ensemble, rather than pairwise relations
among the states. In fact, it has been asserted that
quantum distinguishability is a global property that
cannot be reduced to the distinguishability of each
pair of states, such as distinguishability in terms of
the von Neumann entropy [21] or the conditional min-
entropy [19, 20]. This implies that by maintaining the
geometric structure of an ensemble of states, one can
preserve a measurement for optimal state discrimination.
Definition. A quantum channel for an ensemble of
states is called optimal measurement preserving (OMP)
if a measurement for optimal state discrimination is
3preserved.
Note that it is with respect to an ensemble of states
that a quantum channel is OMP or not. We are ready to
present the characterization of OMP quantum channels.
Theorem. A quantum channel N is OMP for an en-
semble S = {qx, ρx}nx=1 if the following conditions are
satisfied,
∀x 6= y, qxN [ρx]− qyN [ρy] = κ(qxρx − qyρy), (5)
for some κ ∈ (0, 1].
Proof. Let {Mx}nx=1 denote an optimal measurement
for state discrimination for an ensemble {qx, ρx}nx=1, and
K and {rx, σx}nx=1 the corresponding optimal parame-
ters, as in Eq. (2). For the resulting ensemble S(N ),
optimal discrimination can be obtained by finding pa-





x = κrxσx for all x, it follows from Eq. (5)
that,
∀x 6= y, qxN [ρx]− qyN [ρy] = −κ(rxσx − ryσy).
Then, we have obtained the parameters satisfying the
optimality conditions: ∀x = 1, · · · , n,
K(N ) = qxN [ρx] + κrxσx, and tr[Mxσx] = 0.
This shows that the POVM {Mx}nx=1 is optimal for state
discrimination in the ensemble S(N ). Note that the










It is also shown that the guessing probability decreases
with the rate κ. 
The condition in Eq. (5) can be easily applied to find if
a channel OMP is for an ensemble. For instance, consider
a flip channel denoted by F for a pair of states such that
F [ρx] = (1 − αx)ρx + αxρx⊕1, where the addition ⊕ is
in modulo 2 and x = 1, 2. This channel is OMP for
ensembles of states with equal a priori probabilities 1/2.
This example can be further generalized to the case of
additive noise, F˜γ = (1 − γ)F + γχ for some fixed state
χ. The channel F˜γ is also OMP.
We now restrict the consideration to ensembles
with equal a priori probabilities, denoted by S0 =
{1/n, ρx}nx=1. It follows that rx = ry for all x, y in the
optimal condition in Eq. (2) [19, 20]. Then, r = rx for
all x, see Eq. (3). In this case, from Eq. (5), a depolar-
ization channel Λµ[ρ] = (1− µ)ρ+ µ I/d for µ ∈ [0, 1] is
OMP in general for an ensemble S0.
In fact, any quantum channel can be transformed to
a depolarization map by applying the so-called channel
twirling [22–24]. In practice, a quantum channel N can
be twirled with a finite number of unitaries, called a uni-










where DN ,η denotes the map obtained after twirling the
channel N . The twirling protocol can thus be realized
by the random application of a unitary Uj ∈ U by Alice
before sending a state and then the application of its in-
verse U†j by Bob after receiving the state. Note that if a
channel N results in a depolarization DN ,η with η > 1
by the channel twirling, one can find a unitarily equiv-
alent one N ′ for which the channel twirling in Eq. (7)
works within the range η ∈ [0, 1]. By its inverse unitary
transformation, the depolarization of the channel N with
η ∈ [0, 1] can be obtained.
Therefore, any channel N can be depolarized by the
channel twirling such that the OMP condition in Eq. (5)
is satisfied for an ensemble S0 of arbitrary states:
∀x 6= y, DN ,η[ρx]−DN ,η[ρy] = (1− η)(ρx − ρy),
with κ = 1− η. Note that the channel twirling does not
depend on the specific choice of a unitary 2-design, see
Appendix A.
Proposition. Let S0 denote an ensemble of quantum
states with equal a priori probabilities. All quantum
channels can be OMP for an ensemble S0 by LOCC.
Recall that an ensemble S
(N )
0 consists of unknown
states when the channel N has not yet been verified.
Nevertheless, an optimal measurement for an ensemble
S0 is immediately optimal for the ensemble S
(DN ,η)
0 for
any channel N , without the need to verify the channel.
This makes it possible to perform optimal state discrim-
ination over a quantum channel even without identifica-
tion of the channel or the resulting ensemble.
This has many applications on the practical side. On
the one hand, an experimental setup prepared in a lab-
oratory for optimal state discrimination for a given en-
semble can still be used to perform an optimal measure-
ment in some other environment, such as an open-space
realization. On the other hand, if the ensemble S0 is
unknown a priori and an optimal measurement is ob-
tained for the ensemble S
(DN ,η)
0 for some channelN , then
the measurement is immediately also optimal for the un-
known ensemble S0. This resolves the problem of optimal
extraction of classical information from quantum states
that are exploited to deliver classical messages over a
quantum channel. As an illustration of Proposition, we
demonstrate the latter case in what follows.
Let us consider the ensemble S0 of a pair of qubit states
ρj = (I+rj ·σ)/2 for j = 1, 2 with r1 = (1, 1, 0)/
√
2 and
4r2 = (−3, 3
√
3, 0)/8, respectively. The polytope of the
states corresponds to the line (ρ1 − ρ2)/2. We consider
a bit-phase flip channel, Np[ρ] = (1− p)ρ+ pY ρY †, with
p = 0.45, that is not OMP for the ensemble S0. By
twirling the channel Np, the resulting channel is given
by DNp,η0 , with η0 = 4p/3, which is OMP.
In the inset of Fig. 3, OA and OB describe states ρ1
and ρ2, respectively, where O denotes the origin. The
optimal measurement lies on the diameter parallel to the
difference AB. After the states are sent through the
channel, resulting states Np[ρ1] and Np[ρ2] correspond
to OC and OD, respectively. The difference CD is not
parallel to AB, and thus the optimal measurement of the
resulting states is not equal to that of the original states.
By the channel twirling, we have two states DNp,η0 [ρ1]
and DNp,η0 [ρ2] that correspond to OE and OF , respec-
tively. The difference EF is parallel to AB, and thus the
corresponding optimal measurement is equal to the op-
timal discrimination between the states ρ1 and ρ2 given
in the beginning.
In order to estimate CD and EF , we devised the fol-





(I + Λ[ρ1]− Λ[ρ2]). (8)
with Λ = DNp,η0 with the channel twirling, and Λ = Np
without it, respectively.
For the channel twirling, we here employ the well-
known Clifford group containing 24 elements, see Ap-
pendix A. For the reconstruction of the operator in Eq.
(8), we perform the maximum-likelihood estimation from
the simulated counting statistics of the measurement in
the basis σx, σy and σz. In Appendix B, the specifics
pertaining to the maximum-likelihood reconstruction are
explained. In Fig. 3, the performance is demonstrated
with N measurements on each basis σx, σy, and σz. The
figure of merit, θN , is taken as the angle between AB
and the estimated CD and EF , respectively, averaged
over 1000 realizations. Without the channel twirling, the
angle converges to a finite number, which shows that the
optimal measurement is not preserved. By the channel
twirling, the angle converges to zero, meaning that the
optimal measurement is preserved.
It is worth comparing the guessing probabilities in the
three cases: i) the ideal case N = id , ii) a quantum
channel N , and iii) a twirled channel DN ,η. For an en-
semble S0 of n states, it is straightforward from Eq. (3),








Hence, it is clear that the guessing probability does not
increase under a channel action. In the example shown
above, we observe that p
(id)
guess = 0.77, and p
(DNp,η0 )
guess =















FIG. 3. The parameter θN from reconstruction of the state
in Eq. (8) shows convergence to the optimal measurement,
depending on whether the channel twirling is applied or not.
(Inset) The states ρ1 and ρ2, denoted by OA and OB, are
sent through the non-OMP quantum channel, Np. The re-
sulting states correspond to OC and OD, respectively. By
the channel twirling, two states whose difference corresponds
to EF that is parallel to AB are obtained, i.e., the optimal
measurement is preserved. (Main panel) Without the chan-
nel twirling, the optimal measurement is not preserved as θN
does not converge to zero (red line). By the channel twirling,





guess = 0.53, i.e., the guessing probability can
increase by the channel twirling for some channels.
In conclusion, we have considered optimal state dis-
crimination when states are sent through a quantum
channel, and established the framework for the preser-
vation of an optimal measurement. We have character-
ized the OMP quantum channels over which a measure-
ment of optimal state discrimination remains invariant.
In technical terms, the characterization provided in The-
orem, see Eq. (5), shows that if the geometric struc-
ture of an ensemble of states is preserved, so is any op-
timal measurement for the ensemble. It is worth men-
tioning that the conditions for the preservation are ob-
tained in terms of pairwise relations of quantum states.
Finally, we have shown that for ensembles with equal a
priori probabilities, any quantum channel is, after chan-
nel twirling, OMP, which is feasible with LOCC. This
has been demonstrated with two-state discrimination.
Our results are not only fundamental for understand-
ing the relations between states, channels, and measure-
ments, but also useful for practical applications such as
communication protocols. For instance, from our results
it follows that if an interaction between system and envi-
ronment describes a non-OMP channel, a measurement
does not have to be prepared again for optimal state dis-
crimination by the channel twirling. In future investiga-
tions, it would be interesting to find how the information-
preserving structure for quantum states [26] is related to
OMP channels. In the former, the guessing probability of
5pairwise states is preserved, and in the latter, which we
have shown here, an optimal measurement for the guess-
ing probability is preserved. It would also be interesting
to investigate the capacities of OMP channels. We may
envisage that our results can be used to improve quantum
protocols for reliable communication.
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APPENDIX A: TWIRLING AND UNITARY
2-DESIGNS
In this appendix we list some known facts about
twirling and unitary 2-designs. The first is that twirling
over the Haar measure produces a depolarizing channel
[23, 24], that is,∫
U(d)
U†N (UρU†)U dU = (1− η)ρ+ η I
d
, (10)
where the parameter η by depends on the channel N
only. To be precise,
1− η =
∑
k |tr(Ak)|2 − 1
d2 − 1 ,
where Ak are the Kraus operator of the channel N , i.e.,
N (ρ) =∑k A†kρAK . The second is the defining property






U†iN (UiρU†i )Ui =
∫
U(d)
U†N (UρU†)U dU . (11)
Thus, instead of having to randomly draw unitaries from
U(d) to perform the integral in Eq. (10), it suffices to
twirl over the finite elements of the unitary 2-design, i.e.








By definition, the result of twirling does not depend on
the specific choice of a unitary 2-design. The protocol
described in the main text becomes practically more effi-
cient if a minimal unitary 2-design is chosen, that is, one
with the least number of elements. In Ref. [27] a lower
bound on the number of elements was proven, found to
be d4 − 2d2 + 2, where d is the dimension of the Hilbert
space, while a d4−d2 was conjectured to be a tight bound.
Let us now describe two choices of a unitary 2-design
in the case of d = 2. One such choice could be the widely
used Clifford group which has 24 elements (up to phase
6factors). Let C denote the Clifford group; then, its ele-
ments are explicitly
C = {I, X, Y, Z,H, S,XH,XS, Y H, Y S,ZH,ZS,HS,
SH,XHS,XSH, Y HS, Y SH,ZHS,ZSH,HSH,
XHSH, Y HSH,ZHSH}. (13)
where I denotes the identity matrix, X,Y, Z the Pauli
matrices, H the Hadamard matrix, while S denotes the
phase matrix with ϕ = pi/2.
Another possible choice, the number of elements of
which saturates the conjectured tight lower bound for
a minimal unitary 2-design in d = 2, is a subgroup of
the tetrahedral group of rotations only, which consists of
12 elements [27, 28]. Let R denote the aforementioned
subgroup of the tetrahedral group. Then its elements are
given by
R = {I, e−ipi e·σ2 , e−i pi27r·σ, e−i 2pi27 r·σ} , (14)
where e is shorthand for the three elements obtained
by the substitution with the three vectors e1 =
(1, 0, 0) , e2 = (0, 1, 0) and e3 = (0, 0, 1). Similarly r is
shorthand for the four elements r1 = e1 + e2 + e3, r2 =
e1−e2−e3, r3 = −e1−e2 +e3 and r4 = −e1−e2 +e3.
APPENDIX B: MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD
RECONSTRUCTION
In the main text we considered the reconstruction of
the state (8) from the simulated counting statistics of the
measurement in the Pauli basis. There are various meth-
ods that one can employ when it comes to the problem
of quantum state reconstruction, two popular approaches
being maximum likelihood and Bayesian tomography. In
our simulations (c.f. Fig 3), we employed the maximum-
likelihood state reconstruction, which we will now briefly
review.
Assume that we have n copies of a quantum state ρ on
which we perform measurements to obtain information
about the state. The experimentally observed data is
encoded as a sequence of events E : {e1 , . . . , en}, with
ej = (α, k) indicating that outcome k was observed when
measurement α was applied, represented theoretically by
the operator Πα,k.
In the example we considered in the main text, we
have 3N · 24 copies of each of the states ρ1 and ρ2. We
simulated events for the measurements in the Pauli basis
{σx, σy, σz} with outcomes ±x,±y,±z. In other words,
Πα,k = |±α〉〈±α| with α = x, y, z and k = +,−. Without
twirling, we simulated the measurements for each of the
two states 24N times. In the case of twirling, we simulate
events for the same measurements for each of the two
states and for each twirling element in Eq. (13) N times.
In both cases we thus obtain n = 2 · 3 · 24N events ej in
total. These events can then be used to reconstruct the
state Eq. (8) in the following way.
With nα,k denoting the number of events with out-
come k when measurement α was applied, and with
fα,k = nα,k/n the relative frequencies, then the likeli-
hood functional of the observed data E given the quan-












where pα,k = tr (ρΠα,k) is the theoretical probability
of obtaining outcome k after measurement α was per-
formed. In maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), one
is maximizing the likelihood functional, Eq. (15), over
the set of density matrices; that is, one is looking for the
quantum state that is most likely to have produced the
obtained data.
In practice, one can also take the logarithm of the like-








subject to ρ ≥ 0 and tr(ρ) = 1.
The convexity of the logarithm guarantees that it attains
a maximum value.
The latter optimization problem can thus be encoded






α − µ(tr(ρ)− 1) ,
where µ is a Langrange multiplier that has been added
to ensure that the matrix ρ is indeed of trace one. Note
that the positivity and Hermiticity of ρ will be implicitly
enforced by Eq. (18).




leads to the condition
R− µI = 0 , (16)
that a state needs to obey in order to be an extremum of







and it implicitly depends on the state ρ though the the-
oretical probabilities pα,k. We choose to rewrite the ex-
tremal equation (16) in the form
RρR = µ2ρ , (17)
7in order to guarantee the Hermiticity of the density ma-
trix ρ. Using the constraint tr(ρ) = 1, we obtain the value
of the Lagrange multiplier, µ =
√
tr(RρR). Putting it
all together, the extremal equation becomes
RρR
tr(RρR)
= ρ . (18)
Due to the fact that the matrix R depends implicitly on
the state ρ, Eq. (18) is of course non-linear. Although
an analytic solution is not possible in general, an ap-
proximate solution can be obtained by iterating Eq. (18)




, n = 0, 1, 2 . . . ,m , (19)
where m is the maximum number of iterations in the
numerical routine. The initial choice must be a proper
density matrix, i.e., ρ0 = ρ0
†
, and ρ0 ≥ 0. A possible
choice is the maximally mixed one, i.e. ρ(0) = I/d.
